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Explore the stars with more than 30 fun activities. Focus your telescope and get
ready to learn all about the night sky. This book is full of activities that will help
you spot different constellations, make paper planets, and launch your own
rocket.
A Journey through Time with Hubble takes the reader on a wonderful, colourful
journey with the Hubble Space Telescope. This eBook has 153 images along
with explanations and descriptions covering the Hubble Space Telescope, stars,
nebula, planets, galaxies and comets. The copyright of this eBook belongs to
Janet Lawson © 2009. Janet received written permission to publish and sell her
astronomy manuscript in 2009 and 2015. In view of this, Janet has given this
eBook the level of Standard Copyright License. However, all the information in
this eBook is credited to NASA / ESA, STScI and ST-ECF As the beautiful
images in this eBook are very colourful, please make sure that your eBook
reader can allow you to view them in colour. Janet's qualifications: Bachelor of
Science (BSc) Combined Studies - Health. Higher National Diploma (HND)
Photography. Teacher of Angels, Ascension & Lemurian Planetary Healing with
the Diana Cooper Foundation. Usui Reiki practitioner.
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WHEN LOVE AND SUPERPOWERS COLLIDE What is Doctor Willow Trilby
hiding? Why does The Order of Orion want her dead? And what happens when
memory-wiping assassin Lucas Black, refuses to pull the trigger? ? For five
hundred years, The Order of Orion has been a secret haven for the paranormal
Starborn--but secrecy comes at a cost. When Lucas refuses to kill Willow, he
threatens the downfall of the society and the lives of thousands. Lucas is
determined to protect Willow, but will her secret destroy any chance they have
together? Starborn, the first book in The Order of Orion series, catapults readers
into a unique paranormal world packed with action, suspense and romance.
StarbornSamantha Jane
Robert Naeye is renowned for his lucid contributions to Astronomy, the world's
biggest selling astronomy magazine. In Through the Eyes of Hubble: The Birth,
Life and Violent Death of Stars, he uses 100 striking color images from the
Hubble Space Telescope to illuminate the mind-stretching story of how stars are
born, live, and die. Although focusing on astrophysics, the account is compelling,
equation free, and accessible to everyone. In addition, there are eight beautiful
paintings to appreciate, including works by the most famous living space artist,
Michael Carroll.
Since the invention of the telescope 400 years ago, astronomers have rapidly
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discovered countless celestial objects. But how does one make sense of it all?
Astronomer and former NASA Chief Historian Steven J. Dick brings order to this
menagerie by defining 82 classes of astronomical objects, which he places in a
beginner-friendly system known as "Astronomy’s Three Kingdoms.” Rather than
concentrating on technicalities, this system focuses on the history of each object,
the nature of its discovery, and our current knowledge about it. The ensuing book
can therefore be read on at least two levels. On one level, it is an illustrated guide
to various types of astronomical wonders. On another level, it is considerably
more: the first comprehensive classification system to cover all celestial objects
in a consistent manner. Accompanying each spread are spectacular historical
and modern images. The result is a pedagogical tour-de-force, whereby readers
can easily master astronomy’s three realms of planets, stars, and galaxies.
From the craters of the Moon to the far reaches of Orion, The Stargazer's
Handbook will enable you to explore space without leaving the comforts of Earth.
All you need are a pair of binoculars and a clear night sky to experience the
wonders of the universe. This book will take you on a journey through space,
beginning with our own moon and neighboring planets before exploring the
fascinating sights of deep space-from hypergiant suns and stellar nurseries to
blazing nebulae and swirling galaxies. Each star, planet, or constellation is fully
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illustrated and accompanied by an annotated star map, as well as close-up
images that zoom in on areas of interest. Featuring up-to-date information on the
latest scientific discoveries, monthly sky maps for both northern and southern
hemispheres, history and mythology of all 88 constellations and the rationale
behind the names of stars and constellations, The Stargazer's Handbook will fully
equip you with the tools to navigate-and understand-the night sky.
‘The Evangelist’ takes you through the epic life story of André Albertus Coetzee
from the arid landscape of the Northern Cape, South Africa. An array of pictorial
evidence grabs the reader cementing the authenticity of the story. This unique
and authentic story is written in a simplistic style and provides a clear
chronological account of the journey through the life of one man who experienced
a miraculous healing from God. André Coetzee blindly pursues the call of God.
He becomes a preacher in the mould of John the Baptist who preached the
Gospel of Jesus Christ unashamedly. The rhythmic unfolding of the life-long
drama remains true to the factual content. A wealth of wisdom can be extracted
from his character delineated indirectly through the thoughts, actions, and
expressions so candidly documented. The prolifi c life of ‘The Evangelist’ has a
happy ending and promises the reader a change of heart.
Blast off into space to discover the galaxies and beyond with the new edition of this out-of-thisPage 4/19
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world reference Send your child on an amazing journey into space. They'll see the Hubble
telescope orbiting the Earth, discover the birth of our solar system and follow the search for life
on Mars. Packed with practical tips for the amateur astronomer, spectacular images from
space, detailed charts and fantastic facts. Perfect for home or school, there are even
instructions on building a simple telescope! Supports Common Core State Standards.
Poor little Dragon just can't get to sleep, no matter how hard he tries. Instead, what he'd really
like to do is dance through the moonlight and play games in the starlit sky with the fairies . . .
but will they let him? This book will be perfect at bedtimes for settling sleepyheads down for the
night. Another beautifully written, velvety verse from James Mayhew with beautiful illustrations
from Lindsey Gardiner who won the Richard and Judy prize with her Poppy and Max
characters.
As the U.S.S. Titan ventures beyond the outermost reaches of known space, the telepaths in
her crew -- including Diplomatic Officer Deanna Troi -- are overwhelmed by an alien cryof
distress, leading the ship to the scene of a shocking act of carnage: a civilization of interstellar
"whalers" preying upon and exploiting a familiar species of sentient spaceborne giants.
Appalled but reluctant to rush to judgment, Captain William Riker and his crew investigate,
discovering a cosmic spawning ground in a region of active star formation -- the ecosystem for
a bewildering array of diverse but similarly vast life-forms. While attempting to negotiate an end
to the victimization of these creatures, Riker's crew inadvertently grants them the means to
defeat their hunters' purpose...only to learn that things are not exactly as they seem.
Explains how infrared, ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma ray astronomy are increasing our
knowledge of the universe, and discusses the solar system, galaxies, and the birth and death
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of stars
Updated third edition introduces undergraduates to the Solar System's bodies, the processes
upon and within them, and their origins and evolution.
Something to look for and enjoy, week by week throughout the year.
A pictorial drama of the creation of Heaven and Earth based upon the awe-inspiring photo
images from the Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes. Author, Paul Hutchins uncovers a
grand drama on a universal scale that has been playing out since the invention of the
telescope. He poses the question, is this grand drama merely in response to an ancient
invitation recorded in the Book of Isaiah? It states in Isaiah 40:26, ""Look up into the
heavens."" Who created all the stars? Through the use of his imagination and the invention of
the telescope, man has discovered a once secret doorway to a world beyond imagination. He
has now, in this age of cutting edge technology developed flying space telescopes in his quest
to know, how did we get here? What he has found has astounded him. Hutchins farther poses
the question; if it took over 400 years of man’s imagination from when the telescope was
invented, and countless other inventions including the Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes, to
merely take photo images of the universe, then who’s imagination is responsible for the reality
those photo images represent? As we peer through this doorway to the heavens and look upon
these heavenly cosmic bodies, we find ourselves awed by their grandeur. The pressing
question becomes too large to ignore. Who is responsible for all these things? Could it be that
we are now peering into the mind of a supreme architect with an imagination far beyond that of
mere mortals? Could we be peering into the mind of imagination supreme? Could it be that we
have been brought to this point in history unbeknownst to ourselves and given this technology
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by the one who extended that ancient invitation recorded by Isaiah 2700 years ago?
Discover the definitions you need with this small dictionary that uses pictures, diagrams, and
detailed annotations. Ultimate Visual Dictionary has been designed to give you easy access to
the vocabulary you need. It contains more than 33,000 terms that are grouped into 14 sections
that cover a wide range of topics, such as The Universe, Prehistoric Earth, Modern World, and
Architecture. The accessible and paperback format makes this dictionary an ideal reference
tool for new learners of the English language or anyone who wants to know more about a
particular topic. See what other dictionaries only tell you with the Ultimate Visual Dictionary.
An elementary university text about stars for introductory courses in astronomy and
astrophysics.
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer with a drizzle of E.L. James Telegraph Perfect for fans of Jessica Jones and True Blood, this is a blockbuster modern
fantasy set in a divided world where one woman must uncover the truth to seek her revenge.
Half-Fae, half-human Bryce Quinlan loves her life. Every night is a party and Bryce is going to
savour all the pleasures Lunathion – also known as Crescent City – has to offer. But then a
brutal murder shakes the very foundations of the city, and brings Bryce's world crashing down.
Two years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most notorious nightclubs – but seeking only
oblivion now. Then the murderer attacks again. And when an infamous Fallen angel, Hunt
Athalar, is assigned to watch her every footstep, Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As
Bryce and Hunt fight to unravel the mystery, and their own dark pasts, the threads they tug
ripple through the underbelly of the city, across warring continents, and down to the deepest
levels of Hel, where things that have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ... With
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unforgettable characters and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the
price of freedom – and the power of love.
The concert draws to a close for the rulers of rock, Fiorinda, Ax and Sage, as they face the
darkness spreading across the world despite their best efforts. They've fought against
collapsed economies, environmental meltdowns, energy crises, dark magic cults, and the
complexities and struggles of their relationship. They've explored alternate states of being,
embraced parenthood, raged against the machine, and then taken over running it. But has this
been enough? Or was Earth and humanity always doomed to fall apart? Will this modern-day
Arthur, Guinevere and Lancelot see a brighter tomorrow? This is book five in Gwyneth Jones'
critically-acclaimed BOLD AS LOVE series.
...an essential addition to every astronomy enthusiast's library...a book that can be used many
years hence and remain as timeless as the science it glorifies. -EyepieceFred Schaaf is one of
the most experienced astronomical observers of our time. For more than two decades his view
of the sky - what will be visible, when it will be visible, and what it will look like - has
encouraged tens of thousands of people to turn their eyes skyward. Now Fred's knowledge
and enthusiasm paints the sky into a single book, which will be a wonderful resource. - David
H. Levy, Science Editor, Parade Magazine, discoverer of 21 comets, and author of Starry Night
and Cosmic DiscoveriesFred Schaaf is a poet of the stars. He brings the sky into people's lives
in a way that is compelling and his descriptions have all the impact of witnessing the stars on a
crystal clear dark night. - William Sheehan, author of Mars: The Lure of the Red Planet and
The Transits of VenusThe ideal book for the amateur astronomer or anyone curious about our
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place in the universe, A Year of the Stars takes the reader on a fascinating journey of
discovery through the seasons of the starry night sky. Acclaimed popular science writer Fred
Schaaf, who has written the monthly stars and planets columns for Sky & Telescope magazine
for over ten years, has created this eloquent guide that both beginners and veteran
skywatchers will find rewarding.Schaaf leads off with an introductory section that provides
fundamental knowledge about astronomy, so that even the complete novice can plunge into
the book at any month and follow the discussion. The section starts with naked-eye astronomy,
describing how the starry heavens are mapped and organized. It then delves into telescopic
astronomy, explaining the basic structure of the universe (including the various kinds of stars,
star clusters, nebulae, and galaxies) and offering advice about selecting and using telescopes
and binoculars.The rest of the book uses a month-by-month organization, highlighting the
constellations, stars, deep-sky objects, meteor showers, and other special phenomena visible
each month, with many fascinating insights into the science, history, and lore of each month's
sights. Schaaf's many years of monthly columns in Sky & Telescope and similar writing he has
done for many publications (the Old Farmer's Almanac, Mother Earth News, and others) make
him the world's leading expert in the monthly format of astronomy sights.Complete with
beautiful maps, drawings, photos, and a very useful glossary, this is the perfect book for
savoring the experience of skywatching the whole year through.Fred Schaaf (Millville, NJ), a
contributing editor and columnist for Sky & Telescope and writer of a weekly astronomy
newspaper column for more than a quarter-century, is the author of ten books on popular
astronomy, including 40 Nights to Knowing the Sky and Comet of the Century.
"Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion — two consummate professionals in the field — have teamed up to
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produce an exemplary text with first-rate illustrations to inspire the beginning sky-gazer. I
heartily recommend this text." — Neil English, Astronomy Now magazine A user-friendly
companion for stargazers of all ages, this classic beginner's guide describes all the main sights
of the night sky. The newly updated book contains a chapter for each month, describing
prominent stars, constellations, star clusters, nebulae, and galaxies. Readers will discover
when to watch meteor showers, when eclipses will occur, and how to follow the movements of
the four brightest planets (Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn). Most of the sights are visible to
the naked eye, and all can be seen with binoculars or a small telescope. Sections on observing
the Moon and the planets include 50 easy-to-use maps that introduce the skies of the Northern
Hemisphere and a comprehensive guide to observing the Moon. "The star maps are first
quality … I find them to be a pleasure to look at and use. If you have a young person or friend
you would like to share your love of astronomy with, get them a pair of binoculars and this book
and you'll have a stargazing friend for life." — Mike Simonsen, Slacker Astronomy
Now in full colour throughout, the sixth edition of Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion's famous guide to
the night sky is fully revised and updated for planet positions and forthcoming eclipses up to
the end of the year 2007. With one chapter for each month of the year, this easy-to-use
handbook is an ideal first guide to the sky. It will help the reader to identify constellations, star
clusters, nebulae, galaxies and metor showers, to plot the movement of planets, or to witness
solar and lunar eclipses. Most of the features discussed are visible to the naked eye and all
can be seen with a small telescope or binoculars. The Monthly Sky Guide offers a clear and
simple introduction to the skies of the northern hemisphere for beginners of all ages.
The ninth edition of this successful textbook describes the full range of the astronomical
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universe and how astronomers think about the cosmos.
Offers a collection of images captured by the Hubble Space Telescope, and describes their
significance and what these discoveries reveal about the universe

When observing the sky on a very clear, dark night, the soft glow of the Milky Way with
its thousands of stars can be seen with the naked eye. Over the centuries since Galileo
Galilei first pointed a telescope at the galaxy in 1609, this awe-inspiring yet easily
visible panorama was our cosmos, our celestial world. With each new scientific
discovery, however, this cosmos has grown dramatically, increasing rapidly over the
last several decades. As we look deeper into space, the earlier phases of the cosmos
are unveiled to us, but we know that even with the largest telescopes, we will see only a
tiny fraction of the vast expanse of the universe. In Astronomy’s Limitless Journey,
astrophysicist Günther Hasinger takes the reader on a journey to the far reaches of the
universe—an exciting time travel that begins with the incredibly hot fireball of the Big
Bang roughly 13.8 billion years ago and ends in distant eons with its cold, dark demise.
In between lie the times in which extensive structures, galaxies, stars, and planets form.
As the field of astrophysics and cosmology experiences a “golden age” due to larger
telescopes, faster computers, and more sophisticated algorithms, fundamental changes
are taking place in our understanding of space and time and of the origin and future of
our universe. Hasinger thoroughly explains these fascinating revelations and describes
the methods utilized in modern astrophysics. He cautions, however, that the boundaries
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between knowledge and ignorance shift constantly; where our knowledge is so
incomplete such that we can only speculate, the journey becomes shaky. Indeed, every
new discovery opens a further door to the unknown and with every answered question,
we discover more locked doors still to be opened.
Featuring recent discoveries and state-of-the-art space photography, an atlas illustrates
all that science has revealed about constellations, the evolution of stars and galaxies,
and the planets in the solar system.
This Book was designed to activate Your Cosmic Potential, Your Light Codes, hidden in
Your Subconsciousness, in your DNA. It is a Universal Quantum Program for SelfImprovement and Realization. Every Soul, who came on this Planet has a Program to
perform, this book will be your Spirit-Guide, who will open for Your the Innernet and
connect Your Mind to the Universal Field of Infinite Possibilities. So, we are on a way to
take a journey into the inner-dimensional realms for Supramental Transformation... Best
wishes, Ana-Stasi Fennell', MA in Ed, and the Embassy of Peace.
Pour protéger sa vie et échapper aux Noctems, Isobel devra lutter contre la nature
même de son pouvoir qui la pousse à sauver les personnes blessées. Isobel Stone,
alias la Résurrectrice, pourrait être la Starborn la plus puissante ayant jamais existé. Et
Will Hamilton pourrait être le plus blessé. Criblé de cicatrices, aussi bien physiques que
psychologiques, Will doit protéger Isobel, dont les pouvoirs valent des millions sur le
marché noir. La jeune femme pourra-t-elle rester cachée alors que son seul désir est
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de guérir les autres ? Will pourra-t-il surmonter son passé traumatisant et la garder hors
de portée des terribles Noctems ? #Mutants #Pouvoirs #OrganisationSecrète
"Our Place in the Universe" tells the story of our world, formation of the first galaxies
and stars formed from great clouds containing the primordial elements made in the first
few minutes; birth of stars, their lives and deaths in fiery supernova explosions;
formation of the solar system, its planets and many moons; life on Earth, its needs and
vicissitudes on land and in the seas; finally exoplanets, planets that surround distant
stars. Interspersed in the text are short pieces on some of those who revealed these
wonders to us. It is written in a very authoritative and readable form and contains more
than 100 color prints of the marvelous galaxies, and nebula that have been taken from
space-based and land-based telescopes carried by NASA missions, the European
Space Agency, the European Southern Laboratory in Chile and many other
sources.Contents: A Day without YesterdayFormation of GalaxiesBirth and Life of
StarsSupernovae: Death and Transfiguration of StarsNebulaeSpacetime, Relativity and
Superdense MatterOriginsFirst Modern AstronomerLife on EarthOther Planets and
Their MoonsNew Worlds Readership: General.
In this fresh list, Stephen James O'Meara presents 109 new objects for stargazers to
observe. The Secret Deep list contains many exceptional objects, including a planetary
nebula whose last thermal pulse produced a circumstellar shell similar to the one
expected in the final days of our Sun's life; a piece of the only supernova remnant
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known visible to the unaided eye; the flattest galaxy known; the largest edge-on galaxy
in the heavens; the brightest quasar; and the companion star to one of the first black
hole candidates ever discovered. Each object is accompanied by beautiful photographs
and sketches, original finder charts, visual histories and up-to-date astrophysical
information to enrich the observing experience. Featuring galaxies, clusters and
nebulae not covered in other Deep-Sky Companions books, this is a wonderful addition
to the series and an essential guide for any deep-sky observer.
There is only one Jenna Starborn . . . A baby harvested from the gen-tanks on the
planet Baldus. A girl scorned by the only family she has ever known. A woman bold
enough to seek her own way, strong enough to stay true to herself, and brave enough
to follow her heart - wherever in the universe it may lead her . . .
This brilliant children's encyclopedia is informative, diverse in subject matter, easy to
read and brimming with ground-breaking CGI graphics that make it a truly immersive
reading experience, revealing the world as you've never seen it before. An incredible,
educational journey through space and time on planet Earth and beyond. This is the
perfect educational book for a young explorer. Experience the Big Bang at the
beginning of the universe and travel through our world's rich history right up until the
digital world we live in today. This magnificent general knowledge book will entertain
and educate. A breath-taking comprehensive guide to planet Earth and the universe
that is guaranteed to boost your child's brainpower. It covers the complexities of space,
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science, nature, technology, art, history, and culture, which are broken down into bitesized chunks supported by statistics, maps, timelines, and cutting-edge graphics to
make even the most complex subjects easy to understand. Look inside an Apollo
spacecraft, a volcano, or the body of a T-rex! Learn about the Big Bang and the science
behind fireworks. Then explore the galaxies and stars back to Earth, and in and around
the mechanics of the human body. This fully updated edition of Knowledge
Encyclopedia is the perfect fact book for kids of all ages to go on an adventure through
its pages. Explore, Discover And Learn! Spend quality time exploring our universe,
accompanied by impressive visuals to engage their senses. Discover the mysteries of
Tutankhamun's tomb, what powers tsunamis, tornadoes, and earthquakes or witness
the birth of a star in all its glory and learn about the secrets held in our DNA. You can
also go back in time to the building of the Great Wall of China or walk the scarred
battlefields of two World Wars. Knowledge Encyclopedia uncovers the marvels of our
world in unprecedented detail and with stunning realism. This kid's educational book
opens the world in new ways through: - Amazing insights into space and the universe Interesting facts about Earth - A closer look at nature - Diving into the human body The amazing world of science - Our world's history Knowledge Encyclopedia is part of a
children's encyclopedia set forming the Knowledge Encyclopedia educational series.
Complete this collection of books for kids to keep your little ones entertained while
learning more about the world around them. This series includes Knowledge
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Encyclopedia Dinosaur!, History!, Space!, Ocean! and more.

Dedication We dedicate this Manual by 'Religious Studies of Ancient
Manuscripts' to the Divine Cosmic Mother with Ten Thousand Names and All Her
Devotees, Followers and Lovers... This Manual will help all students to
comprehend deeper the Ancient Mysteries and Philosophy imprinted in Vedic,
Gnostic and Egyptian Manuscripts. The readers also can find some interesting
texts about the Divine Cosmic Mother in Tantric, Jewish, Chinese and Pagan
Traditions. At the end of this Manual, You will discover a Wonderful Mystic
Painting by the Master of Mystic Arts Victoria Luminous and Her Universal
Spiritual Program: The Cosmic PoliArt of the Third Millenium. Best wishes to all
explorers, Ana-Stasi Fennell, MA in Ed. And the Embassy of Peace. @Mystére
De L’Art 2018
"I WILL CONTINUE TO ENJOY STARGAZING AS THE MONTHS GO BY" Helen
Sharman, astronaut "VERY USEFUL INDEED" Chris Lintott, Sky at Night
presenter "IF YOU BUY JUST ONE GUIDE... YOU WON'T DO BETTER THAN
THIS" BBC Sky at Night Magazine Philip's Month-by-Month Stargazing 2020 is
the new, bestselling and most-up-to-date guide for Stargazers in Britain and
Ireland. The new 2020 edition has been completely revised to make it even more
essential for exploring the night skies - making the night sky accessible to
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beginners and experts alike. · 12 month-by-month Night Sky Maps for year-round
stargazing · Monthly Calendar of moon phases and special events in 2020 ·
Planet Watch: the best viewing days for planets in 2020 · Dark Sky Map of the
UK - find the darkest skies · How to photograph the night skies - with cameras
and smartphones · The major astronomical events of 2020 · Month-by-month Top
20 Sky Sights 2020 · Plus new, illustrated Jargon Buster Plus: · Expert advice on
what to see each month from Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest, Philip's
internationally renowned authors. · The Solar System 2020 explains the
movement of the planets, with particular attention paid to their positions in 2020.
Solar and lunar eclipses, meteor showers and comets are also described. ·
Expert Robin Scagell's Equipment Review looks at the pros and cons of
Stargazing with reflector or refractor telescopes. · And all superbly illustrated with
photographs taken by the best amateur photographers illustrating the night skies.
About the Authors Philip's Stargazing Month by Month 2020 is written by two of
the UK's best-known and respected astronomers. Prof. Heather Couper and Prof.
Nigel Henbest are qualified astrophysicists, dedicated to sharing their love of the
cosmos to everyone. They work in TV and radio broadcasting, international
presentations, and have written over fifty popular books between them.
A new window opens onto the cosmos... Almost every day we are challenged by
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new information from the outermost reaches of space. Using straightforward
language, One Universe explores the physical principles that govern the
workings of our own world so that we can appreciate how they operate in the
cosmos around us. Bands of color in a sunlit crystal and the spectrum of starlight
in giant telescopes, the arc of a hard-hit baseball and the orbit of the moon, traffic
patterns on a freeway and the spiral arms in a galaxy full of stars--they're all tied
together in grand and simple ways. We can understand the vast cosmos in which
we live by exploring three basic concepts: motion, matter, and energy. With these
as a starting point, One Universe shows how the physical principles that operate
in our kitchens and backyards are actually down-to-Earth versions of cosmic
processes. The book then takes us to the limits of our knowledge, asking the
ultimate questions about the origins and existence of life as we know it and
where the universe came from--and where it is going. Glorious
photographs--many seen for the first time in these pages--and original
illustrations expand and enrich our understanding. Evocative and clearly written,
One Universe explains complex ideas in ways that every reader can grasp and
enjoy. This book captures the grandeur of the heavens while making us feel at
home in the cosmos. Above all, it helps us realize that galaxies, stars, planets,
and we ourselves all belong to One Universe.
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Suppose you could communicate with a visitor who was not from this place, timespace or even this dimension? What would you want to ask them? The answers
probably lie in what our own response would be if we were them. This book is
based on a collection of interviews I have had with a few individuals who may
have actually had such an experience. The idea is that if enough of us are ready
to ask the questions and gain the answers, then our collective knowledge and
understanding of the "multiverse" about us can only continue to be enhanced.
Sometimes the responses that you will read here are similar; often they are
diametrically opposed to each other. An open but highly skeptical mind is
extremely necessary if you are going to sift through the data that is presented in
this book. The intent is that it should peak your curiosity to learn more about
"visitors." In this way, we may be better informed and prepared, and thus in some
sort of coherent shape to deal with their arrival. If you read this book, you must
be well prepared to choose for yourself what you will or will not believe.
Presents information about the life cycle of the stars, describing how they are
formed, the characteristics of such phenomena as red giants, white dwarfs,
supernovae, star clusters, and black holes, and the possibility of life in outer
space..
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